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This study is focused on the analysis of tunnel behavior to estimate the stability on tunnel design. An estimation

method was proposed as a hybrid consideration, which contains the displacement analysis by 3D numerical simu-

lation, the maximum displacement obtained after field measurement, and an assessment of tunnel stability using a

deformation analysis proposed by Sakurai(1988, 1997). The points of case study by Sakurai(1988, 1997) were re-

plotted considering his analysis. From the new analysis of the tunnel case study, the trend line for analyzed points

is analogized, which curve is divided into stable, unstable and failure zone. To evaluate the estimation method, a

special shape of railway tunnel was selected, which are the Inchon international airport rail way connected to subway

line 9 in Gimpo, Korea. The point s of upper and below track on the Inchon international airport rail way were sat-

isfied to the stability of tunnel after reinforcing. Also the points shows the higher apparent Young’s modulus, which

resulted from improvement on shear strength by the micro silica grouting and the supporting of umbrella method.

Therefore, if new analysis used, proper tunnel reinforcing method could be selected according to tunnel strain and

geological property.
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이 연구는 터널설계의 안정성을 예측하기 위한 터널거동분석에 초점을 맞춘 것이다. 3차원 수치해석, 현장계측 후 최대

변형 및 사쿠라이에 의해 제안된 터널변형에 관한 경험적 안정성 평가방법들을 결합한 평가기법을 사용하였다. 사쿠라이가

사용한 계측자료들은 새로운 해석기법을 도입하여 재해석되었다. 터널안정해석을 위한 사쿠라이의 경험적 추세선은 이론적

추세선으로 새로이 도입되었으며, 이는 안정, 불안정 및 파괴영역으로 구분되었다. 터널 현장자료의 새 해석기법을 평가

하기 위한 현장의 적용 예로, 김포의 지하철 9호선으로 연결되는 인천공항의 지하철터널을 이용하였다. 그 결과 터널보강

후 인천공항 지하철의 상부 및 하부터널 모두 충분한 안정성을 보였다. 마이크로 실리카 그라우팅과 엄브레라방법에 의한

지반보강 후 겉보기 영계수가 상당히 증가하는 것을 볼 수 있었다. 그러므로, 제안된 새 해석기법을 이용하면, 터널변형과

지반조건에 따른 최적의 보강기법 선정에 활용할 수 있다.

주요어 : 터널변형, 결합해석, 사례연구, 한계변형율, 겉보기 탄성계수

Introduction

 

The stability control under tunnel construction deeply

relates on displacement behavior of rock mass, estimation

for the final values of displacement convergence after

two to three times of tunnel width advance. Tunnel
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design before underground excavation should be based

on the assumption of displacement behavior estimated

from similar geological condition because of data absence

on field measurement at arch crown and surface subsid-

ence. Measurement data gathered during the construc-

tion work in many fields have some problems, which

the first measurement is usually obtained after a lot of

initial displacement of surrounding rock mass occurred,

and so displacement development does not contain pre-

liminary displacement before excavation and initial one

immediately after excavation. Tunnel survey has gener-

ally focused on the estimation of the maximum displace-

ments in tunnel arch and crown as like the estimation

studies of final deformation from the initial displace-

ment (Song et al., 2002; Chung et al., 1993).

This paper is focused on a rational estimation of dis-

placement behavior about tunnel stability in tunnel design.

An estimation method was proposed as a hybrid consid-

eration of three parts - the first is displacement develop-

ment obtained by 3D numerical simulation before and after

a cut face reaches to measurement points on arch crown,

the second is the maximum displacement from field mea-

surement on tunnel excavation, the third is an assessment

of tunnel stability using a deformation analysis which the

critical strain and apparent young’s modulus proposed

by Sakurai (1981, 1988, 1990, 1997) is estimated by the

functional relationship between two parameters.

The key points of the hybrid consideration were that

tunnel deformation was defined as the sum of the initial

displacement estimated from 3D numerical simulation and

the maximum displacement from field measurement, the

tunnel deformation was investigated in the point of the

tunnel stability using the above deformation analysis.

For application of the above hybrid consideration

on tunnel design, it was selected the section closed to the

base pile of Gimpo airport cargo building with some

different shape for the connection between Inchon inter-

national airport railway and subway line 9. It was found

that the above estimation method could be another use-

ful indicator in preliminary plan usually supported by

numerical calculation, if there were database of construc-

tion and geological condition.

 

Tunnel Design

Tunnel Sections

For tunnel sections of Inchon international airport railway

contacting with Seoul subway line 9, there are connection

area around station facility, passing through underground

of Gimpo airport cargo with variable sections as parallel

track as line alignment shown in Fig. 1.

Upper and below tracks of Inchon international railway

Fig. 1. Scheme of the study tunnel.
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around Gimpo airport cargo were crossed from weak rock

with RQD range of 0~23% to hard rock with that of

35~100%. This rock mass geologically consisted of granite

and gneiss, showed engineering properties as summarized

in Table 1 through empirical equations from RMR, labo-

ratory test and field hydraulic jack test. The sections under

Gimpo airport cargo located in rock mass of IV or V rating.

Tunnel Shape

For passenger’s convenience at the transfer between

Inchon international railway and subway line 9, tunnel

excavation had to be done to overcome the level differ-

ence of both railways. Upper track and below track had

to be passed respectively at different level around Gimpo

airport cargo as shown in Fig. 2. Upper track located

in the very close distance of 1.7 m~1.9 m apart from the

base pile of the cargo building.

Therefore, there were some kinds of shape in cross

sections as denoted in Fig. 3. Left figure (a) of Fig. 3 is

a typical shape for tunnel sections around the base pile

of Gimpo airport cargo building, figure (b) and (c) of

that is a shape of variable shape sections which one-

track lane is translated to double-track lanes at the rail

level of Inchon international railway.

One-track lane tunnel passing under Gimpo airport

cargo had a horseshoe shape section of width 7.1 m, arch

crown of below track was apart only 0.2 m from the left

side at invert of upper track lane. From the level differ-

ence of the both tracks and the above closeness between

the upper track and base pile of cargo building in weak

rock, some kinds of ground support were needed. Micro

silica grouting had firstly performed as injection radius

of 7.0 m, injection depth of 20 m and injection angle of

20o on boundary area around the arch crown of both

tracks. Arch crown of tunnel was supported before exca-

vation by umbrella method; c.t.c. 500 mm, diameter

800 mm of steel pipe. Therefore, after the preliminary

supports by the micro silica grouting, the tunnel excava-

tion had performed in turn according to the excavation

schedules, which are supporting of the umbrella method,

excavation of upper face, rock bolting and shotcrete,

excavation of below face, concrete lining on the below

track lane. And then the above same schedules on the

upper track lane had done as denoted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Cross cut of the study tunnel sections.

Table 1. Engineering properties of rock mass rating.

Parameters
Rating

I II III IV V

Deformation modulus,

E
m
 (GPa)

 53.5 26.20 6.80 2.60 0.43~0.9

Poisson’s ratio 00.2 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.29

Unit weight (g/cm3) 02.7 2.60 2.50 2.50 2.4

Cohesion (MPa) 32.2 9.30 6.60 4.50 0.2~0.9

Friction (o) 45.. 41.00 37.00 35.0. 33
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Fig. 3. Shape types of cross sections.

Fig. 4. Construction flow on one-track lane tunnel.
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Relating to the stability of one-track lane tunnel under

Gimpo airport cargo, survey work focused on the tunnel

deformation during construction.

Tunnel Survey

Survey Plan

Tunnel deformation was recently estimated for crown

settlements and displacement from tunnel wall at five

measurement points on each track as denoted in Fig. 5

during two months. This measurement was performed in

the interval of 20 m according to tunnel excavation. Two

cross sections under Gimpo airport cargo and that around

the cargo were needed to be monitored for stability of tun-

nel excavation. Weekly measurement was carried out by

convergence tape extensometer as the record denoted in

Table 2 about a cross section at 22 km260 of upper

track lane. Performance criteria in Table 2 was a rea-

sonable scale if it was compared with another abroad

criteria summarized in Table 3.

Tunnel deformation

Tunnel deformation could be analyzed by tunnel con-

vergence described as in Fig. 6, which final displacement

(Dfinal) of tunnel surface is defined as an equation (1).

 
Dsinal = Dp + Co + Dm (1)

Fig. 5. Five measurement points on the both track lanes

in a cross section.

Table 2. Sample record of weekly measurement in a cross section (22 km260) of upper track.

Data
Performance criteria (mm) Measurement (mm)

Stable Level I (warning) Level II (daily check) Ex-Check Check

Crown settlement O CS under 5.23 ~80 over 80 10mm/day 5.5 5.4

Displacement of

tunnel wall

■ D-1 under 4.58 ~50 over 50 10mm/day 5.7 5.9

▲ D-2 under 4.58 ~50 over 50 10mm/day 4.0 4.0

+ D-3 under 4.58 ~50 over 50 10mm/day 0.0 0.6

× D-4 under 4.58 ~50 over 50 10mm/day 0.0 1.2

Table 3. Abroad criteria about crown settlements and displacement inward (Chun et al, 1996).

Rock
Deformation modulus,

(GPa)

Crown settlement (mm) Displacement inward (mm)

Japanese Austrian Japanese

Level I Level II Level III 3~4% of rockbolt length One track line

Weathered rock 0.15 13.6 44.2 129.0 90.0~120 under 75.0

Weak rock 1.0 5.1 18.7 51.0 90.0~120 under 75.0

Fig. 6. Generalized form of tunnel convergence(Song et al.,

2002; Chung et al., 1993).
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Where Dp is displacement until tunnel excavation ap-

proached to a cross section, Co is displacement expected

in the cross section on that tunnel excavation advanced to

x distance over the section, this distance is needed to have

the working space for measuring. And Dm is measured

displacement by stress relaxing after displacement.

According to the tunnel measurement plan, displace-

ment behaviors of four sections were monitored during

two months. The maximum displacement of crown settle-

ment and tunnel wall were measured respectively about

upper track and below track as summarized in Table 4.

And so the displacement of upper track was obtained after

rock mass was some loosed by means of below track exca-

vation before upper track excavation. It could be not appro-

priate for regression analysis about displacement behavior.

3D Numerical Ananlysis

Model

Tunnel sections under Gimpo airport cargo had geo-

metrically unusual shape with the different level between

upper track and below track as one track lane as described

in Fig. 5. It was not sufficient to find out the interaction

between both tracks that tunnel survey had progres-

sively performed according to tunnel construction step in

the certain period. 3D numerical computation was used

for investigating not only the interaction between both

tracks, but also the displacement (Dp) on the time that

tunnel excavation approached to the measurement points.

Model boundary was defined as the minimum area in-

cluded four cross sections used for tunnel survey in

chapter3. Simulation of tunnel excavation and support

was executed under the same condition except micro

silica grouting around the pile of cargo building as three

dimensional model described in Fig. 7(a). The simulation

results of the both tracks were analyzed according to

the figure number shown in Fig. 7(b).

Simulation model had the properties of Mohr-Cou-

lomb model resulted from Hoek-Brown parameters.

The elastic stiffness of pre-reinforced zones by umbrella

Table 4. The maximum displacement of crown settlement and tunnel wall (Dm).

Displacement (mm) of below track

(sta. 22kmOOO)

Displacement (mm) of upper track

(sta. 22kmOOO)

−280 300 320 340 280 300 320 340

Crown ettlement O CS −2.8 −2.4 −1.5 −1.8 −5.8 −5.8 −5.5 −2.9

Displacement of tunnel wall

■ D-1 −1.6 1.3 1.2 1.5 5.5 5.0 4.9 2.3

▲ D-2 −1.8 −1.3 −2.3 −1.4 −4.3 −4.0 −3.8 −1.4

+ D-3 −0.4 0.2 1.2 0.9 2.1 - - -

× D-4 −0.4 0.6 1.4 1.2 2.8 - - 1.9

Fig. 7. Model boundary and analyzed section in numerical simulation.
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grouting (Song and Cho, 2006) and the geological

data for ground resulted in the physical properties of

Table 5 used as input data of this simulation.

Deformation behavior

Tunnel deformation obtained through the above simu-

lation was analyzed as the deformation of crown and

tunnel wall in the point of the interaction between two

track lanes during tunnel construction. Fig. 8 shows

deformation behavior in the crown (Cp4) of below

track lane at Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320 beneath the

pile of the cargo building. It was found that previous

displacement occurred respectively 1.57 mm and 1.60 mm

until that tunnel excavation advanced to the cross section

of Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320. Crown settlement rap-

idly increased before and after tunnel excavation at the

cross section, additional excavation of upper track induced

the displacement increase of about 0.36 mm before tunnel

excavation advanced to the same section of upper track.

Fig. 9 shows deformation behavior in the left wall (Cp5)

of below track lane at Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320. It

Table 5. Input data of the simulation.

Model elements

Deformation

modulus

 E
m
 (GPa)

Cohesion

 (MPa)

Friction

angle

 (o)

Unit.

Weight

(tf/m3)

Silt 0.04 0.10 30 1.9

Silt + sand 0.43 0.20 32 2.3

Gneiss 0.90 0.90 33 2.4

Granite 2.60 4.50 35 2.5

Reinforced area 0.97 0.91 33 2.4

Fig. 8. Deformation behavior in Cp4 of below track at Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320.

Fig. 9. Deformation behavior in Cp5 of below track at Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320.
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was found that previous displacement occurred respec-

tively 2.61 mm and 2.09 mm until that tunnel excavation

advanced to the cross section of Sta. 22 km300 and

22 km320. Displacement outwards of tunnel surface

rapidly increased before and after tunnel excavation at

the cross section, additional excavation of upper track

induced the displacement increase of about 0.58 mm

on that the excavation approached to the same section

of upper track.

Fig. 10 shows deformation behavior in the crown (Cp1)

of upper track lane at Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320. It

was firstly found that the tunnel excavation of below

track until the construction step 54 induced the rock mass

around the crown of upper track loosed. After previous

displacement of about 1.8 mm was induced, crown

settlement occurred respectively 2.75 mm and 2.93 mm

until that tunnel excavation advanced to the cross section

of Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320. The settlement rapidly

increased before and after tunnel excavation at the

cross section, too.

Fig. 11 shows deformation behavior in the left wall

(Cp2) of upper track lane at sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320.

It was found that the tunnel excavation of below track

caused a few of inverse deformation in rock mass around

the left wall (Cp2) of upper track. Displacement out-

wards from tunnel surface occurred respectively 1.22 mm

Fig. 10. Deformation in Cp1 of upper track at Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320.

Fig. 11. Deformation in Cp2 of upper track at Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320.
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and 1.47 mm until that tunnel excavation advanced to

the cross section of Sta. 22 km300 and 22 km320. The

displacement rapidly increased before and after tunnel

excavation at the cross section, too.

It was thought that the above simulation result proved

the interaction between upper and below track during the

tunnel construction. Previous deformation (Ca) in the arch

crown and tunnel wall of both track lanes was summa-

rized about the cross section of Sta. 22 km280, 22 km300,

22 km320, 22 km340 in Table 6. And then analyzed

deformation (Ca) from the interaction between the both

tracks was summarized in Table 7, for the case of upper

track lane, that was estimated to be already included

in the previous deformation.

Estimation of tunnel deformation, 

stability and support system

 

Estimation of the final deformation

Numerical computation suggested the estimation of

the previous deformation and three dimensional behav-

iors by the interaction between both track lanes. In this

paper, the final deformation (Dfinal) was defined as an

equation (2).

Dfinal = Dp + Ca + Dm (2)

Where (Table 6) is defined as the same denoted in

an equation (1), (Table 7) is displacement analyzed from

the interaction between upper and below track lanes,

which is noted as in an equation (1), (Table 4) is the

maximum value of the crown settlement and the dis-

placement of tunnel wall resulted from the tunnel survey.

The final deformation of measurement point at both

track lanes were summarized in Table 8 according to

an equation (2).

Tunnel stability

Tunnel stability was decisively estimated and analyzed

by two indicators which were based on the above final

deformation, utilizing a critical strain and apparent

Young’s modulus of crown settlement and surface set-

tlement (Sakurai, 1981; Sakurai, 1982; Sakurai, 1987).

The strain (εθ) was simply defined at the crown set-

tlement as the proportion of settlement extent (Uc) to

the tunnel radius (α) as an equation (3).

 

(3)

 

From elastic circular opening problem (Timoshenko

and Goodier, 1970) and tunnel stability in terms of strain

and apparent Young’s modulus (Sakurai, 1988; Sakurai,

1990), apparent Young’s modulus of crown settlement

εθ

Uc

α

----- 100×=

Table 6. Previous deformation(Dp) In the arch crown and

tunnel wall of both track lanes.

Measurement points

Previous deformation, (mm)

Sta. 

22 km280

Sta. 

22 km300

Sta. 

22 km320

Sta. 

22 km340

Upper track 

lane

Cp1 −3.34 −2.75 −2.93 −3.29

Cp2 1.33 1.22 1.47 2.54

Cp3 −2.77 −2.74 −2.77 −3.01

Below track 

lane

Cp4 −1.33 −1.57 −1.60 −2.38

Cp5 2.12 2.61 2.09 2.85

Cp6 −1.82 −2.97 −2.43 −3.03

Table 7. Analyzed deformation(Ca) in the arch crown and

tunnel wall of both track lanes.

Measurement points

Analyzed deformation, (mm)

Sta. 

22 km280

Sta. 

22 km300

Sta. 

22 km320

Sta. 

22 km340

Upper 

track lane

Cp1 0 0 0 0

Cp2 0 0 0 0

Cp3 0 0 0 0

Below 

track lane

Cp4 −0.36 −0.35 −0.36 −0.36

Cp5 0.80 0.60 0.57 0.73

Cp6 0.43 0.40 0.37 0.30

Table 8. The final deformation of measurement points at

both tracks.

Measurement points

Final deformation, (mm)

Sta. 

22 km280

Sta. 

22 km300

Sta. 

22 km320

Sta. 

22 km340

Upper 

track

Cp1 −9.14 −8.55 −8.43 −6.19

Cp2 6.83 6.22 6.37 4.84

Cp3 −7.07 −6.74 −6.57 −4.41

Below 

track

Cp4 −4.49 −4.32 −3.46 −4.54

Cp5 4.52 4.51 3.86 5.08

Cp6 −3.19 −3.87 −4.36 −4.03
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means the modulus respectively defined in equation (4).

 

(4)

Where  is apparent Young’s modulus about the

crown settlement, Uc is the measurement value of the

crown settlement and displacement from tunnel wall, ω

is unit weight, H is overburden height, α is the radius of

tunnel, ν is Poisson’ ratio and  is initial stress ratio.

Sakurai showed the level into four stages in relation of

strain and apparent Young’s modulus estimation to the

degree of tunnel stability as shown in Fig. 12.

From equation (3) and (4), apparent Young’s modulus

could be rearranged as equation (5).

 

(5)

 

By equation (5), it proves that stress function, f(α),

is dependent of unit weight ω, overburden height H,

Poisson’ ratio ν, and initial stress ratio . And, the stress

function f(α) could be fixed as stress condition in tunnel-

ing construction, and strain can εθ be determined by

measured deflection of crown in downward direction/

radius of Tunnel. Deformation of rock or soil sample

can be obtained by the equation , and Young’s

modulus E, and strain can be established as inverse

proportion relationship.

From the stress-strain curve, the deformation levels

of tunnel are classified into three layers as elasticity,

transition and plasticity zone as shown in Fig. 13.

Furthermore, the relation of Young’s modulus E,

andstrain ε, may be plotted by theoretical curves as

shown in Fig. 14. From Fig. 14 and equation (5), it is

proved that the relation between the strain and Young’s

modulus could be used as indicators of tunnel behaviors.

Fig. 15 (a) shows the curve of apparent Young’s modu-

lus  and strain ε that can be divided into stable, unstable

and failure zone according to the Sakurai's case study.

It is suggested that to set up each layer, the dotted tangent

line of stable layer is extended to the Y-axis, after that the

other dotted line is drawn vertically again. Two dotted

lines make the three divided layer, which are failure,

unstable, and stable layer. If tunnel reinforcing methods

are applied, the points representing of tunnel deformation

and strength would move to the right from left because

of the rock stiffness increasing as shown in Fig. 15(a).

The points of case study by Sakurai can be re-plotted as

E'c
1 ν

2

–( ) α• ω• H•
Uc

------------------------------------- 2K'o
1 2ν–( )
1 ν–( )

----------------–

⎩ ⎭
⎨ ⎬
⎧ ⎫

=

E'c

K'o

E'c
100

εθ

--------- 1 ν
2

–( ) ω• H 2K'o
1 2ν–( )
1 ν–( )

----------------–

⎩ ⎭
⎨ ⎬
⎧ ⎫•

f α( )
εθ

---------==

K'0

σ E ε•=

E'

Fig. 12. Case studies about critical strain and apparent

Young’s modulus estimation. Fig. 13. Stress and strain curve in deformation of soil and

rock sample.

Fig. 14. Theoretical curve of strain and Young’s modulus

in soil and rock deformation.
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shown in Fig. 15(b) considering Fig. 15(a). It is observed

that where are large and small, there were no problem

in the tunnel because of high stiffness of rock. Whereas

tunneling problems were encountered where is small and

large. And if apparent Young’s modulus is fixed, tunnel

stability is dependent by strain at tunnel crown settlement.

From the new analysis of Sakurai's case study, the

trend line for analyzed points is analogized, which curve

is almost connecting the upper points of Fig. 15(b). The

curve is adjusted to have following equation (6).

 
(6)

 

As you can see, most of failure points are located in

failure zone; also the same phenomena are shown for

unstable and stable points in Fig. 15(b)

Fig. 16 showed the relation resulted from the above

one-track lanes around the Gimpo airport cargo about

the crown settlement for tunneling condition with the

final deformation and the parameters respectively summa-

rized in Table 8 and Table 9. The points appeared in

Fig. 16 indicates the stability of tunnel deformation of

upper and below track after reinforcing. The points in

Fig. 16 shows the apparent Young’s modulus within

the stable zone, which resulted from improvement on
εθ

1500

E'c
------------=

Fig. 15. Hazard warning levels using the relationship of strain and apparent Young’s modulus in tunnel problem.
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shear strength by the micro silica grouting and the sup-

porting of umbrella method.

Effectiveness evaluation of tunnel support

system

Evaluation of Tunnel support system is estimated in

equation (7) as the support effectiveness (Esfs) about

the surface settlement ( ) of the first floor of the

Gimpo airport cargo and the ground condition improved

by the micro silica grouting and the supporting of

umbrella method. Equation (8) showed the support

effectiveness (Esfs) of crown settlement in Tunnel sup-

port system.

(7)

(8)

 

Where  is apparent Young’s modulus of the surface

settlement, deformation modulus according to the ground

condition, means apparent Young’s modulus defined

in equation (4).

And then the apparent Young’s modulus of surface

settlement , is defined as the follows;S'S

Esfs

E'S

E
------=

Esfs

E'c

E
------=

E's

Fig. 16. Stability estimation about tunneling around the airport cargo.

Table 9. Parameters related to apparent Young’s modulus

estimation.

Parameters Upper track Below track

Overburden height (H)

Tunnel radius (α)

Unit. Weight (ω)

Poisson’s ratio (ν)

Initial stress ratio (Ko’)

27.7 m

4.2 m

2.4 KN/m3

0.32

1.2

36.5 m

4.2 m

2.4 KN/m3

0.32

1.0
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(9)

Where  is apparent Young’s modulus about the

surface settlement,  is the measurement value of the

surface settlement, ω is unit weight, H is overburden

height, d is the diameter of tunnel, ν is Poisson’ ratio and

 is initial stress ratio. Table 10 show the parameters

related to find the support effectiveness about surface

and crown settlement. It was found that Esfs was 3.3,

Esfs about upper track was 1.18~1.75, and Esfs about

below track was 1.14~1.5 through equation (8), (9) and

Table 10. In this result, the tunnel deformation investi-

gated in this paper was certainly stable and the support

system effective as indicated in Fig. 16 and Table 11.

Conclusion

 

In tunnel sections of Inchon international airport

railway contacting with Seoul subway line9, tunnel survey

has been recently performed during the tunnel construc-

tion. The section around the Gimpo airport cargo was

one track parallel lane with the level difference between

upper and below tracks, the crown displacement and

the displacement in tunnel wall was measured during

about two months according to the construction steps.

The result of displacement measurements was not clear

to find the previous deformation(Dp) and the interaction

between both lanes, which they were supported by numer-

ical simulation of three dimensional modeling. This paper

focused on a rational estimation of displacement behavior

about tunnel stability in tunnel design. An estimation

method was proposed as a 3D numerical simulation, the

prediction of maximum displacement from field mea-

surement on tunnel excavation, an assessment of tunnel

stability using deformation analysis through the critical

strain and apparent young’s modulus.

The results are summarized as follows; 

1) The final deformation of tunnel section was esti-

mated in this paper by the previous deformation, the

interaction between both lanes defined from numerical

modeling, and the maximum displacement during tun-

nel survey.

2) It is suggested that simple estimation method of

tunnel stability can be used by Young’s modulus and

measured strain data of tunnel, which is the revised

method from the Sakurai’s case study. In the method,

tunnel stability is divided into three sections, stable,

unstable and failure zone from the curve of strain and

Young’s modulus. From case study of tunnel stability,

the analyzed points of both upper and low tunnel are

placed in stable zone.

3) As the newly suggested tunnel stability analysis

from the Sakurai’s case study, the study of tunnel behav-

ior was carried out through two indicators which are the

critical strain of tunnel deformation and apparent Young’s

modulus of rock stiffness. Therefore, from new analysis,

proper tunnel reinforcing method could be selected

according to the measured tunnel deformation and in-

situ geological property.

4) It was consequently found that the crown settle-

ment of both lanes was in respectively stable layer,

umbrella method and micro silica grouting were suitable

for tunnel support in the point of this tunnel reinforcing.

E's
1 ν

2

–( ) ω• H•
S's

------------------------------
4d

2

H

H
2

d
2

–
--------------×=

E's

S's

K'o

Table 10. Parameters related to the support effectiveness

in surface settlement.

Parameters Data summary

Overburden height (H)

Tunnel diameter (d)

Unit. Weight (ω)

Poisson’s ratio (ν)

Deformation value (E)

Settlement of the first floor ( )

27.7 m

8.4 m

2.4KN/m3

0.32

0.97 GPa

(weak rock improved by grouting)

0.43 GPa (weathered rock)

2.047 mm

Table 11. Results of the support effectiveness about

crown settlement in tunnel.

 
Sta. 

22km280

Sta. 

22 km300

Sta. 

22 km320

Sta. 

22 km340

Upper

track

Apparent Young’s

modulus (GPa), 
0.509 0.544 0.552 0.752

Ratio of support

effectiveness, 
1.180 1.270 1.28 1.750

Below

track

Apparent Young’s

modulus (GPa), 
1.037 1.077 1.345 1.025

Ratio of support

effectiveness, 
1.150 1.200 1.50 1.140

S's

E'c

Esfc

E'c

Esfc
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